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‘STILL GOT IT’ AT 1 QUEEN ST
Callum Shepherd on the latest milestones on our big Auckland job reports
‘After all these years I’ve still got it,’
commented Chris Guile quietly after
the first pour of concrete on L21 at
1 Queen Street on 8 April. The pour
was a significant milestone and went
off without a hitch.
Chris and Joseph Eramiha worked
closely on the tools with their team
over the weeks leading up to the pour,
managing the reo placing and QA to
ensure everything ran smoothly once the
concrete turned up to site. It followed
a successful run of workflows on the
rooftop including demolition of the
rooftop motor room and installation of
the structural steel.

Earlier, the first of many façade panels
was installed, and four high-rise lifts were
successfully removed. The crane lifted
them out in one piece in a well-planned
and well-run operation led by Cliff and
involving SkyHigh Rigging, LTM and Ward
Demolition.
Another milestone was the first fitouts
for the hotel on L6 and office on L4. It
was a huge effort from multiple teams
working in sync to facilitate each other’s
workflows. Josh Klein’s screen team
set up the hydraulic screens for the slab
extension team to work behind. Josh’s
team worked nonstop climbing the
screens up the building to allow the slab
extension workflows to happen.
The slab extension team led by Matt
Lawson and Jonny Bryne has worked

in the shadows behind the screen. This
started with Ward Demolition taking apart
the current spandrels and breaking the
current slab for Matt/Jonny’s team to
install the seating angles and reinforcing
steel so the slab can be extended
outwards. The slab extensions have been
pumped out with the team now up to
L13 where they are installing cantilevered
frames because the slab extends further
from L12 upwards.
Once the slab is extended and screens
are moved the façade team comes
in. Led by Blake Honeyfield and Sam
Grant, this team has worked closely with
insite facades and developed a strong
relationship (in and out of the work
place) to ensure the façade is installed
accordingly.
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The façade is first loaded on the level
above where it is to be installed and is
fixed in placed with a spider crane. The
façade is now up to L6 which has allowed
both the hotel and office fitouts to begin.
Tim Brodie is leading the office fitout
which has started on L4 and seen
the installation of the first fix services
including the mechanical ducting. The
hotel fitout has also started on L6, led
by the dynamic duo of Richard Allison
and Tom Verey. The first fix services
and framing has begun on this level and
with the gib loaded in, Tom and Rich are
looking for a flying start to what should be
an exciting project.
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FLAGSHIP LIBRARY
UPGRADE AN HONOUR

LT McGuinness is honoured to be
chosen as the main contractor to
work on Wellington’s new-look central
library, Te Matapihi ki te Ao Nui. It was
announced in April that the $188 million
project will kick off in January 2023.
Not only will the building be extended
by an extra 880 square metres, but the
new facility will also have an extra three
entrances and exits, and base isolators
as part of the overall strengthening. The
ground will be 600mm higher to deal with
flash flooding and rising sea levels.
It’s an exciting flagship project for us
as Wellington’s Te Ngākau Civic Square
looks to become the heart of the city once
again.

CRAZY ABOUT CRANES
Matt Pattinson on his love affair with cranes reports
I do love all things cranage. I’ll fess up
that I snuck a crane crew hat from the
HQ basement storage, and I’ll jump at
any chance to get involved in a crane
operation, including the latest Potain
removal at Site 9.

loads. My highlight? Getting sent out
on the boom to sling Christmas lights. I
gained a huge amount of respect for the
crane crew as they dealt with the many
risks in pretty much the world’s windiest
city.

Seeing large structural elements craned
into place on an apartment building
during the GFC was what first hooked
me on commercial construction and
helped lure me away from residential
work.

At Clyde Quay Wharf with three tower
crane setups, crawler cranes, mobile
cranes, and a cameo from the historic
Hikitia, this project soon became a
Mecca for all local crane enthusiasts
(including the legendary local crane
superfan Brent).

I was working for LTM at the
Wharewaka when Kerrin Manuel was
project managing the build and Peter
McGuinness‘s regular visits had us
scattering like skittles. LTM owned
two tower cranes, the now redundant
OG Potain hammerhead and a recently
purchased Liebherr Luffer.
Nick T, Vao, Albie and Richie ran a tight
ship onsite. Watching their skill with
complex loads in high Wellington winds
was a real sight for a budding crane fan
boy. They noticed my enthusiasm, and
I undertook dogman training for basic
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The 2013 Seddon Earthquake wagged
the wharf around while the Liebherr
whipped back and forth like it belonged
in Wild Billy’s Bucking Bronco Bar. I
thought we had it bad at wharf level
but, judging by the face of LTM Crane
Manager Jens Norman afterwards, we
got off lightly.
Many projects and countless crane lifts
later, LTM in 2022 operates eight (mostly
Liebherr) tower cranes across Wellington
and Auckland; five Hammer Heads; and
three Luffers.

Jens diligently juggles the logistics of
maintaining eight tower cranes while
somehow finding time to operate.
An experienced crane crew including
Vao, Richie, Albie, Jamie and Dylan
supported by staff from JD Rigging,
Rig & Lift, and Rob Law keeps things
operating smoothly across our sites.
The experienced team at Titan Cranes
has also undertaken much of our mobile
cranage work over the years.
The work is high risk and crane crews
are statistically more likely to end up
featuring in a Safety Red Alert than a
love letter to cranes. So next time you
find yourself gazing up admiringly at
a yellow LTM crane on the city skyline,
take a moment to appreciate the team
that keeps our work swinging along.

FARMERS BUILDING AND MASSEY
REFECTORY WIN GOLD
Niwa Kahukiwa reports
We are delighted to have picked up top
placings, including national category
winner, for our two entrants in the NZIOB
Commercial Project Awards which were
celebrated at the Christchurch Convention
Centre on 20 May.
The Farmers Building won the Heritage
and Restoration category plus a Gold
Award, with the judges commenting:
‘LT McGuinness took a well-thoughtout and sensitive approach to seismic
strengthening which has allowed the

historic features internally to be retained
and celebrated.’
In the same category, the Massey
Refectory was also a Gold Award winner.
A massive thank you to everyone who
supported both projects. Thanks to our
clients, Willis Bond and Massey University,
and all the great consultants and
committed subcontractors. It is delightful
to see such beautiful buildings around our
country rebuilt, restored, reutilised and
appreciated!

SCHOOL EXPO

Pat Carmine and Harry Fui presenting LTs
at the St Peter’s College Careers Evening
on Tuesday 21 June. School career
evenings are a great opportunity to talk to
students about a career path with LTM.
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EMERGENCY! HOW TO SAFELY DEAL
WITH AN ONSITE CHEMICAL SPILL
Joris Bolijn reports on one of our emergency preparedness procedures
As part of our emergency preparedness
procedures, we completed a
demonstration in the yard for our
toolbox talk.
A demonstration of how to clean up an
accidental onsite chemical spill generated
a lot of interest at 1 Queen Street in May.
The demonstration was part of a toolbox
talk on the use of spill kits. Water was
used to simulate the spill and a volunteer
donned the appropriate Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE). The talk
covered:
1. Being prepared with the right
equipment for cleaning up a spill, PPE,
safety data sheets
2. Being safe—is it an emergency?
Identify the spill!
3. Notification—tell LTM management!
4. Stop the source—locate the source
and stop it
5. Protect the environment—block
stormwater drains
6. Clean-up procedure—use absorbents
and bunding
7. Disposal—use a responsible waste
contractor and remove contaminated
material

8. Restock and review—replace used spill
kit, assess the cause of the spill and
take steps to prevent reoccurrence.

BOWEN MSI
CONNECTION
CLOSED OUT, WITH
THANKS
Sean M had good news and bad for the
Bowen Stage 2 team in May
I just wanted to congratulate the wider Bowen Stage
2 team on the final connection to the Main Sewer
Interceptor (MSI) being installed yesterday. As you are
all aware the works around the MSI have been a massive
undertaking from start to finish and one of the bigger
challenges LTM have taken on in the last few years. A
special mention to Nick Morris who has been involved
heavily right throughout this MSI journey.
The bad news is we are looking at two other proposed
projects to be built over the MSI so we might need your
collective skills again in the near future!
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The team were very engaged and it was
great to see workers come up afterwards
to ask more questions.

RAISING THE
BAR IN THE F+M
TEAM
Mark Oldfield reports
In late 2021 Olivia successfully completed
a Diploma in Facilities Management,
covering topics such as project
management, asset management,
business risk and law, and developing
maintenance plans.
It was a two-year course completed
through an online provider, UNE
Partnerships in Oz, endorsed by
FMANZ. at home in the evenings and
on weekends. Some hard yards were
definitely put in. Olivia, we hope, will
be the first of more to come in F+M to
complete the course. Well done Olivia!

‘THANKS’ FROM A
HAPPY THORNDON LOCAL
Hi there
I want to commend your site team for their work on Aitken
Street, Thorndon. It cannot have been an easy task managing
traffic and street access over the last couple of weeks. Their
presence has made Aitken Street safer, and more accessible for
all who work in and occupy this area.

95 WILLOW ST
UPDATE
Good to be underway, with demo
starting in a few weeks. Look out
Tauranga, LTM has arrived!

All employees I have encountered have been pleasant to deal
with, especially the t wo women managing the traffic cones
today. The whole team are a testament to your company, and I
look for ward to seeing the construction progress over the next
couple of years.
Well done LT McGuinness.
Kind regards
Steven Howse

CATALINA BAY APARTMENTS
UNDERWAY AT HOBSONVILLE POINT
Soifuaga Luke Golds-Uili reports
Construction has officially started on the 82 apartments and
terraced homes at the northern most point of Hobsonville
on the Waitemata Harbour. The $150m waterfront
development is the largest of its kind and is scheduled for
completion in 2024.
Designed by Architectus, the building takes inspiration from
its natural environment and adds to the village environment.
Sustainability is a big part of the design which is targeting a
Homestar 7 rating.
Stay tuned for more project updates throughout the year.

ARCHIVES
SITE
BLESSED
An early Saturday morning in April
saw another sacred moment for
the site and workers on the new
Archives NZ (Te Rua Mahara
o te Kāwanatanga) building in
Wellington when a blessing was
conferred by Fr Barry Scannell SM.
It followed the official site blessing
by Internal Affairs Minister Jan
Tinetti and Taranaki Whānui Te Āti
Awa representatives in February.
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LOOKING
GOOD!

MICROSOFT HOUSE
REFIT ROARS AHEAD

A much better view from Parliament
– new fencing around the grounds in
LTM blue.

Peter Dynan reports
After a delayed start we are well into
the demolition and re-fit of four floors
of Microsoft House in Viaduct
Harbour Ave.
This will see a new L3 base build; the
L2 carpark turned into office base build
space; new updated toilets blocks for
each floor; and a new EOT (end of trip)
in the basement. A lot of structural
work has taken place to make all this
happen.

The food tenancies are in a great spot
as hordes of office workers will return to
Wynyard in the near future. This ninemonth project is due for completion end
of November.

Landscaping has been developed in
front of Microsoft House and Auckland
Transport and KPMG have tenancies
while new tenancies and a food court
area will occupy L1.

NEW HOARDINGS
DIVERT 2500KG
TONNES OF LANDFILL
WASTE
Ben Cannon is pretty pleased about our
new hoardings at The Living Pā

The team recently put up new hoardings which look a little different from the normal
plywood. They are made from saveBOARD which is made from 100% recycled
materials. Founded two years ago, saveBoard makes products including internal
linings, RAB boards, roofing substrates and multi-use boards.
First, saveBoard collects soft plastics, Tetra Pak (cow/oat/soy milk containers), and
multi-layered packaging such as used coffee cups. These are then chopped up and
compressed into a sheet. The heat that melts the soft plastics acts as the ‘glue’ to
hold it together.
Once we are done with the saveBOARD, we can send it back and they will remake it
into new products. So far the Pā hoardings have stopped 2500kg of traditionally
hard-to-recycle waste going to landfill:
– 1250kg of soft plastics (= 168,000 plastic bags)
– 600kg of Tetra Pak (= 18,000 1-litre milk containers)
– 650kg of multi-layered packaging.
Hopefully, this is the first of many saveBOARD site hoardings and an end to tonnes
of valuable materials dumped in the ground!
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New Te Reo logo in
action at the Living Pā.

RANGE OF QUALIFICATIONS
CELEBRATED
By Nina Kahukiwa
The LTM Apprenticeship Graduation for
2022 was held at Foxglove Restaurant on
Friday night 3 June to celebrate our staff
who have recently graduated with various
qualifications in carpentry, supervising,
health and safety management, and
facilities management.
We are very proud of what has been
accomplished over the past few
years through internal development
programmes and external studies!
This year’s graduates included Sean
Reilly, Daniel Pickett, LA Moemai, Matt
Kontze, Troy Patu, Peter Samuelu,
Connor Barkess, Alfred Tuakalau, Alex
Plyshevesky, Maryanne Roberts and
Olivia Crabbe.

LTM ON
TOUR
A rare sighting in Scotland of Graham
and Heather Little with the famous
highland coo.

...AND THE STAR AWARD
GOES TO TONY O’CONNOR!
By Georgia Robinson (Publicity Manager for Tony O’Connor)

On the 7th May I was fortunate enough
to receive an award at the BBNZ
(Basketball New Zealand) Annual
Awards dinner for voluntary work I had
done collating game information and
stats for all 1,221 Tall Blacks (TBs) and
Tall Ferns (TFs) national team games
played since 1947. This information is
now available on the BBNZ website.
It was a great night where I was lucky
that family and friends shared the
evening with me. It was an honour to
get the award on the same night as
former TFs and TBs were inducted into
the Hall of Fame, the top female and
male players of the year were announced, one man became a ‘Legend’ and another
even got an award for 60 years service! Yes 60 years…
If you want to learn more about TBs and TFs basketball just follow me on
Twitter! @tonyonz71
The Star Award recognises a notable contribution to basketball in New Zealand and
may sit outside of traditional basketball organisations, with the nominee contributing
significantly to basketball in New Zealand over an extended period of time.
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SCOTS COLLEGE ‘KNIGHT BLOCK’ ON
TIME FOR CLASSES
Aaron McGuinness & Max Christian reports

After 11 months the ‘Knight Block’ at
Scots College was completed on time in
May 2022 so that the school could open
all four classrooms for Term 2.
Before ground was broken for the job,
two school sheds were demolished and a
new mains stormwater system installed.
Following site establishment, the timber
bored piles went off without a hitch.
Our small team led by Alfred Tuakalau
then began constructing the formwork for
the ground beams and suspended slab
with valuable input from Gerry Andrews.
Despite constant heavy rainfall, Alfred’s
Army went above and beyond to complete

the neo-crete carbon-friendly foundations.
With construction flying well ahead of
the programme, Aaron and Max Christian
gained Scots’ agreement to concurrently
complete two new science lab fit-outs.
Standing of the structural steel portal
frames marked the entry of Grant Brown
and his team including loyal right-hand
man, ‘Boss’ Matias Monticado, and
James Leach. With Joe Ketterer steering
the ship and volunteering to stay in a
hotel to avoid the spread of covid, the
team delivered the new classroom block
and science lab fit-outs on budget and to
programme.

AN OLD FRIEND GOES
FOR ONE LAST HAUL

LTM Auckland reports

It was a sad day when news broke about
Auckland’s beloved truck (formerly
Wellington’s and a lot of others). It was
with a heavy heart that we said goodbye
to the old bone shaker as, after many
years of faithful service and many kilos of
bog, it headed to that giant scrapyard in
the sky.
Rest easy old friend.
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Project manager TBIG comments:

‘I particularly want to
acknowledge Joe’s efforts
and commitment on this
project. This included
dealing with neighbours
and volunteering for hotel
accommodation rather than
going home when Covid
came calling.’

APPRENTICES SET SHANDON
ALIGHT ON GOLF DAY

Dan Stickney reports from the greens on 7 May

We thought a round of golf in the fresh air
and sunshine would be a great antidote to
Covid, and so it truly was, with Shandon
Golf Club the perfect venue.
We started at 11:30 with a sausage sizzle
in the parking lot. Carters provided the
BBQ on the promise we wouldn’t set it
alight again, which we didn’t—just.
A 12:30 tee-off saw six teams of four
get through 13 holes by 4:30. The teams
were made up of 18 apprentices from
Wellington and three from Auckland plus
Bill Manuel, Simon Franks, Steve McHardy
and Pat Carmine.
It would be fair to say no one stood out
as possible PGA material although when
Patrick Taumata connects the ball goes

a long way; sometimes it’s straight too.
Heather Lamb and I kept the golfers
hydrated by delivering cold ones as they
fought their way around the course.
We finished the day with a light supper
and prize giving. We were well supported
by our generous suppliers – Carters,
Placemakers, Powerpac, Colourex,
Coastal Fastners, Mac Access, Creightons
and Tudor Distributors – and thanks to
our sponsors and Shandon Golf Club;
we all enjoyed a great day.

IRON MĀORI 2022!
5 November in Napier
IMPORTANT INFO:
•

LTM Auckland and Wellington teams
will again compete this year

•

Those who were part of LT’s group
registrations last year have been
automatically carried over to this year

•

LTM are covering the costs for
registration, picnic lunch and dinner
on event day (Saturday)

•

Accommodation is over to individuals
to arrange. However some group
accommodation has been booked and
the costs can be discussed with those
who require it (ring HQ)

•

•

!
!
t
i
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Let’s

You’ll need to travel on the Friday
– you’re encouraged to work half a
day on Friday, the other half day will
not need to be taken as annual leave.
However, if you take the whole day off,
it’s a day’s leave.
We’ll set up a ‘Give A Little’ page
again in support of Starship Children’s
Hospital Auckland and Wellington
Children’s Hospital. Spread the word
and get your whanau and friends to
donate in support of your amazing
efforts

atch
Scan ttoubwe clip
a you

ARE YOU KEEN? NEXT STEPS:S
•

If you were on last year’s list, confirm
if you’re competing this year

•

Your team name and the three team
competitors—who is swimming,
cycling and running

•

Individuals competing

•

T-shirt size

•

Also, if you didn’t register last year,
your date of birth, cell phone number,
and the name and cell phone number
of your next of kin; we also need your
affiliated iwi (if relevant).
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Please note your calendars now with these events. Invitations to social club members will be sent by
multi text and/or emails for each event, and speedy responses are required please.

MAY 21st

JULY 2nd

JULY 15th

SEPTEMBER TBA

NOVEMBER 5th
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our people
TAHA HINENGARO: KEEPING LTM’S
WELL IN TOUGH TIMES
COBRAS
TOUCH
CHAMPS IN
DIV D
Marianne Brooking & Niwa Kahukiwa reports

Te Whare Tapa Whā is a health and
wellbeing model developed by Sir Mason
Durie. It likens health and well-being—
hauora—to the four sides of a wharenui:
•

taha tinana | physical wellbeing

•

taha hinengaro | mental and
emotional wellbeing

•

taha wairua | spiritual wellbeing

•

taha whānau | family and social
wellbeing.

Imbalance in any of these dimensions
can make us feel unwell or out of sorts.
Te Whare Tapa Whā reminds us to take
care of every dimension, in our own lives
and those of our whānau.
Covid-19 has been a huge challenge to
our taha hinengaro, but as long as we
have each other we have what we need
to get through. It’s alright to feel a bit
frustrated, hōhā, overwhelmed, or over it
sometimes—and it’s also alright to feel
grateful, lucky, and relieved.

By sports reporter Callum Shepherd
The LTM Cobras made the Auckland
men’s touch final on 21 March, a first for
the team. They had come off the back of
a strong season, winning most of their
games under the wise guidance of coach/
player/ mentor Siu Katoa.
Come the final, however, Covid-19 had
other plans for Siu and a couple of other
key players. The squad was reduced to
just two subs, really putting the pressure
on. The first half was a battle and saw
the Cobras down 3-2 at halftime in
what could only be described as testing
conditions.
Captain Adam Guile, fighting through
the pain of a tibia strain, delivered
some rousing halftime words: “Pain is
temporary but victory lives on forever”, he
told the boys.

Taha whānau: Social wellbeing
Our connection to our whakapapa, sense
of identity and relationships with friends
and family. Building strong connections
with others gives us a feeling of belonging
and strengthens our wellbeing.

Taha wairua: Spiritual
wellbeing
Our values and beliefs. These can be
linked to a particular religion or faith
but can also be about a sense of
connectedness to self, whanau and
community
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Taha tinana: Physical
wellbeing
Our physical body and its health and
growth. Physical health is strongly
connected to all parts of our wellbeing.
Making healthy choices can have a big
impact on our mind and overall health.

Taha hinengaro: Mental and
emotional wellbeing
The way we think, feel and behave. This
is often strongly linked to our level of
self-awareness. Taking care of our mental
wellbeing, even when we’re feeling good,
is a strong protective factor.

This seemed to do the trick as we
stormed back to win the Senior D
division of the Victoria Park men’s
senior competition by 5-4. The team
then celebrated accordingly with a few
refreshments at the Cav. Special thanks to
LTM for funding the team and to everyone
who laced up for us this season!

our people

Follow us @ltmcguinness_construction
Got a good story for Hard Yards? Email: ltm@mcguinness.co.nz
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Meet Evana,
born on 21
February 20
22. Congrat
ulations
Peter and Au
gustina!
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BABY MEN ZIES

Meet Odette Menzies.
Born on 26 February 2022 at
7.45am weighing 7.4 pounds.
Congratulations Tyler and
Sonya!

A warm welcome to new staff:

BOY!

Meet August Tomosi Rei
Shaw.
Born 26 May 2022 at 7.41
am
weighing 4kg, and suprising
Roydon and Laura 10 days
early! Nau mai ki te ao māra
ma
e te tamaiti nā, e Ākuhata,
kia
kaha rā e tama!

WELCOME
WELLINGTON
Ricky Aglibot-Prev Enterprise
Heroito Calma (Harry)
Rhiannon Wimsett
Simon Frank
Eszer Rilloraza
Ariel Dulu
Phil Carre
Logan Malthus
Jodeci Waikari
Danilo Pigosso Volpe
Christian Tuazon
Shaun McFarland
Jens Normann (Prev LOC)
Sapati Ah Kiong
Daniel Ousey
Kieran Foley
John Shannon
Zachary Phelan
Hayden Brackenbury
Lachlan Karl
Kester Walker Love
Bruin Roe
Javager Vijayarajan
Ryan Woolly
Andrew Hall
Thomas Bass
Niko Cylliahcko
Shaylen Etuata (Shay)

IE L D

HOW MANY CRANES ARE OPERATING
IN THE ABOVE PHOTO?
A prize to the 1st correct answer!
All answers are to be sent to ltm@mcguinness.co.nz

KICKING OFF SOCIAL CLUB
EVENTS FOR 2022
Social Club Committee reports
A very successful Social Club planning
event at the Thistle Inn on Friday 29
April led to perhaps a few sore heads on
Saturday morning, but a massive thanks
to all who came along.

It was great to get everyone back
together after such a long time due to
Covid regulations in Wellington. With
the committee back in action, watch this
space for the next event!

AUCKLAND
Sam Grant
Kieran Canning
Joshua Third
Mikaylie Viner
Fraser Nicholas
Nicola Vendel
Richard Murray
Jason Lee
Oliver Mann
Scott Thompson
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